
Outstanding Design in Outdoor Furniture



At Tonik®, we design durable, 
American-made furniture that 
pushes boundaries, connects 
people and sets the scene for 
life’s best moments. 

We work with the best and 
brightest designers to bring 
you modern furniture that is as 
functional as it is fashionable, 
in colors that are UV-resistant, 
easy to clean and built to last. 
Oh, and some of these pieces 
even light up. So take a seat, 
order a drink and enjoy. Life is 
more fun with a splash of Tonik®.
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Make some waves with the Bikini® 
Lounger from Tonik®. 

This chic lounge chair is the perfect 
centerpiece to any poolside, 
lake shore, or seaside. Guests and 
residents are immediately invited by 
the elegant curves and brilliant 
colors to lay back and unwind. The 
roto-molded, one-piece shape 
allows for ballasting and partial 
submersion into water. The Bikini® 
Lounger eliminates common 
failure points with the elegant, yet 
uncomplicated design. UV, salt and 
chlorine resistance means the 
Bikini®  Lounger is built Tonik® Tough 
to stand the test of time.
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Kanga™ is a quirky piece of 
multi-functional furniture with a 
tilted design and spherical form 
that gives it a dynamic sense of 
motion. It can be used as a stool 
or side table and features a flat 
top, plus an open “pass-through” 
from one side to the other that 
makes it perfect for taking a seat 
or sharing a cocktail.

Kanga™ is a highly durable, 
versatile product that can be 
used indoors or outdoors. It’s 
UV- and chlorine-resistant 
construction makes it a perfect 
compliment to your pool 
patio, while its lightweight 
design makes it easy to pick up 
and move around depending on 
where the festivities are.
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Goby® is a voluptuously designed 
collection of furniture with bold 
curves that hints at high-end pop 
art when used on funky roof top 
bars and in amusement parks. 
But the series can just as easily 
aid in creating more elegantly 
spirited areas in hotel lobbies 
and resorts.

The Goby® Seating Series is 
defined by its swaying design 
lines that make this a 
fashionable and versatile 
furniture option.
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Drop a Kube or two in any space 
to create a refreshing and chill 
space perfect for comfortable 
collaboration, companionship or 
celebration.  This neat seating 
and table collection is anything 
but ordinary. Kube is a colorful 
and versatile collection that 
helps to bring out the interior 
designer in everyone.  Whether 
you’re looking for semi-
permanent fixtures, or flexibility, 
Kube has you covered.  Choose 
from several color combinations 
and upholstery options to create 
harmony with interior colors, or 
go bold for an intense contrast.
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Riptide™ is a modular seating 
system with three primary 
shapes that make endless 
configurations. It’s made 
especially for hospitality and 
other commercial environments, 
but fits in just as well in cocktail 
lounges, outdoor recreational 
areas and any space where you 
might find old friends hanging 
out together or new friends 
making connections. 



SWIZZLE™

Full of motion, our Swizzle™ 
collection is the perfect addition to a 
patio, a pool party, or any place that 
could use a splash of modern flair. 
This line of stools, tables and planters 
blends form and function into an 
energetic design that’s sure to make 
heads turn.

Our Swizzle™ stool is a stylish perch 
that adds character to any space and 
the Swizzle™ table is the practical 
companion piece. Swizzle™ planters 
make a big statement indoors or out 
and feature drainage to ensure that 
your foliage stays fresh.



TUMBLER®

Tumbler® is TONIK’s versatile duo 
of rotationally-molded furniture 
that can be used as tables or 
stools. Available in 18-inch tall 
rounds and squares, Tumbler® 
creates the perfect spot for 
friends to kick back indoors or 
outdoors and enjoy the chilled 
beverage of their choice.
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Modern design meets robust durability 
with the new Coupe Lounge Chair. Smooth 
edges, a gentle curved back, and a wide 
variety of colors will easily mesh with any 
indoor or outdoor décor. The one-piece, 
roto-molded polymer makes it extremely 
durable, UV-resistant and easy to clean – 
perfect for daily use at a poolside, an 
outside patio or a rooftop bar. 



DOTTIE™

Dottie™ the Sheep is the official Tonik® 
mascot. Just like our furniture, she’s 
colorful, unexpected and always the 
life of the party — not to mention 
durable, full of character and seen 
around the world. Check out her 
travels: #wheresdottie. 

Dottie’s soft, bulbous shapes and 
bright, inviting colors make her a 
playful conversation piece that’s sure 
to deliver grins and giggles. She’s 
right at home indoors or out and is 
built to withstand years of 
interaction and adventure. Want to 
brighten your day? She’s also 
available with illumination.



See where she’s flocked to and add your 
own photos on social media.
 #WheresDottie

#hashtag



CORKY®

Corky® is our champagne cork-inspired 
stool that will make you feel all bubbly 
inside. It’s a simple yet elegant little perch 
that goes perfectly with friends and your 
favorite beverage. It’s the epitome of 
Tonik’s philosophy of work hard but 
play harder.

Its timeless shape is universally 
recognized, but has been given a fresh 
update from Tonik’s design, and our vivid 
colors that allow you to match the 
product to any space that is looking 
for genuinely off-beat, funky furniture. 
To boot, the light-weight construction 
of Corky® makes it easy to move these 
pieces around and use your creativity to 
make wildly playful configurations.



DIMPLE™

Built with modularity in mind, 
Dimple™ is a multi-use marvel that 
will have you grinning. Flipped on 
one side, it’s a playfully-shaped 
stool. Flipped to another it 
becomes the perfect planter. 
Better still: its concave dimples 
can create connected rows that 
will shape and define even the 
most open spaces.
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Huey™ is an ultra-modern take 
on the timeless rocking chair, 
designed from the ground up for 
soothing comfort, exceptional 
durability and aesthetic appeal. 
Offered in both 18” and 16” 
seating heights, Huey’s signature 
shape is right at home in both 
relaxing spas and rooftop bars.
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A stretched, continuous shape 
folded and flared into being, Jux™ 
is a dynamic bar and dining set 
with size and finish options for 
every environment. The 
collection is smooth and 
sculptural, while still conveying 
strength and durability.

Jux™ fits perfectly at home on a 
laid-back beachfront or a rooftop 
bar and features a sturdy one-
piece construction that will keep 
shining in any environment.
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The Tonik® take on fun and 
durable kids furniture = Tonikids™. 
The bright and colorful modular 
furniture sparks the imagination 
and adds to the fun of... well, 
being a kid!
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Upgrade your Tonik® furniture and light up the night with optional 
illumination!  Create a dazzling nighttime display with wireless multi-color 
LED’s (battery-powered) or bright white (corded) for more permanent 
installations.  Either option sets the scene for nighttime fun and is 
available on most Tonik® products.

SWIZZLE™ 56” 
PLANTER

SWIZZLE™ 
35” PLANTER

TUMBLER®

ROUND

SWIZZLE™ 
STOOL

DOTTIE™

CORKY®

GOBY® 
LOVE SEAT

GOBY® 
LOUNGE

GOBY® 
TABLE

HUEY™ 
16” & 18”

RIPTIDE™ 
BENCH

RIPTIDE™ 
WISHBONE

RIPTIDE™ 
CHAIR

JUX™ TABLE 
BASES

KANGA™

TUMBLER®

SQUARE
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There are untold amounts of plastic on a 
journey through our waterways on their 
way to the ocean as we speak. The trash 
heading to the sea is an unfortunate reality 
that we all know and understand, especially 
at Tonik®, where we create highly durable 
polymer furniture.

Tonik® chooses polymers for furniture 
manufacturing due to their highly durable 
characteristics. These same characteristics 
prevent single-use consumer goods from 
deteriorating, even in the world’s oceans. 
At Tonik®, we’re focusing on re-routing 
plastics on their journey towards the sea 
by giving them a new life in Tonik® 
Furniture with our recycled colors in the 
Serenity Palette. 

DOVE TRANQUIL WISTERIA SIENNA

SERENITY PALETTE



COLOR PALETTE

Due to differences in monitors, printers and materials, actual product colors may vary. 
Color chips are available for more accurate depiction of color.

RUST CITRUS ALOE MALIBU

TRANQUIL
Ocean Bound COBALT MIDNIGHT BLUE WISTERIA

Ocean Bound

DOVE
Ocean Bound

SIENNA
Ocean Bound CLOUD MOONGLOW

RAVEN

LUX FINISHES
IVORY ONYX



CORD COLORS
MALIBU CLOUD RAVEN

JUX™ TOP OPTIONS
CANTON 
HICKORY

GRANERY
PINE

GRAPHITE 
SPECTRUM

ITALIAN 
WHITE

LOFT 
ASH

NANTUCKET 
OAK

CORKY® PALETTE
CORK



For specific color offerings, please reference the product specification sheets.

BIKINI®  Lounger
BL70-10 
13” Wide / 18” High

GEMZ™ Stool
GM16-SM
20” Wide / 13” High

GM16-LG
26” Wide / 13” High

JUX™ Bar Table
JX41
24” Diameter molded top 
42” High

Optional Phenolic top available 
in both 24” and 30” square and 
round.

CORKY® Stool 
CK16
13” Wide / 18” High

GOBY® Coffee 
Table
G50
43” Wide / 16” High / 26” Deep

JUX™ Bar Stool
JX16
18” Wide / 34” High / 17” Deep

COUPE Lounge
CP10
27.7” Wide / 30” High

*Available with or without drain-
age hole

GOBY® Lounge
G10
44” Wide / 30” High / 31” Deep 

*Optional cushions available in 2 
styles for the Goby collection.

JUX™ Chair
JX11
21” Wide / 33” High / 23” Deep

DIMPLE™ 

Planter/Stool
DP17
24” Wide / 18” High / 24” Deep 

*Optional cushions available with 
indoor and outdoor fabrics.

GOBY® Love Seat
G20
76” Wide / 30” High / 31” Deep 

*Optional cushions available in 2 
styles for the Goby collection.

JUX™ Table
JX51
42” Diameter Molded Top
30” High 

Optional Phenolic top available 
in both 42” and 36” square and 
round.

DOTTIE™ 

DTM
14” Wide / 18” High / 20” Deep

HUEY™ 

HY16
26” Wide / 40” High / 40” Deep 
HY18
27” Wide / 44” High / 45” Deep

KANGA™  
Stool/Side Table
KG16
21” Wide / 18” High / 23” Deep



For specific color offerings, please reference the product specification sheets.

KUBE Seating
KE11 - Armless
KE12L - Left Arm
KE12R - Right Arm
KE13 - Corner
28” Wide / 29” High

KE15 - Bench
28” Wide / 16” High

SWIZZLE™ 
Planters
SW18-35
25” Wide / 35” High / 14” Deep 

SW18-56
28” Wide / 56” High / 23” Deep

PILLOWS
TP1818
Square: 18” Width / 18” High
TP1222
Rectangle: 22” Width / 12” High

Pillows available with indoor  
and outdoor fabrics.

KUBE Table
KE50
28” Wide / 12.1” High

SWIZZLE™ Stool
SW16
18” Wide / 17” High / 18” Deep

RIPTIDE™ Bench
RT25
86” Wide / 18” High / 29” Deep

SWIZZLE™ Table
SW40
24” Wide / 16” High / 24” Deep

RIPTIDE™ Chair
RT11
42” Wide / 33” High / 34” Deep 
/ 18” Seat Height

TUMBLER®  
Table/Stool
TR16-18RD
18” Wide / 18” High / 18” Deep 

TR16-18SR
18” Wide / 18” High / 18” Deep

RIPTIDE™ 

 Wishbone
RT35
86” Wide / 18” High 

*USB is for indoor use only

ZOID™ 
ZD10
43” Wide / 22” High / 17.5” 
Deep
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